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EVALUATION OF
THE PROPOSALS



Impact, Excellence and
Implementation 

- I look for keywords in the question (to comment) and then look if they answered 
what is asked. If they have answered the question, I evaluate on the basis of how 
reliable the answer is.

- I read forums posts regarding the technology. How new it is, trends and market 
etc. and double-check if it’s as the proposal describes it.



Impact

  Tested in the market or not?

- On this questions I base it on if they have already tested it and have been given feedback from 
the market. 

- As I have been working with different start-up companies, I know that for example in a 
technological company it takes longer time to test the product in the market. But feedback 
from the buying customers is alpha omega. Therefore, it’s important that they write about the 
testing and analyse (short) if they want me as an evaluator in order to understand their 
strategy.

- Other example: In the film company I co-founded, we had to move fast to get customers and 
therefore had a long term niche strategy and a short term strategy by which we could earn 
money to survive.



THE LEAN STARTUP SPIRAL

Source: Karl munter Kaas
founder of kolonial.no



Phase 1 and 2 - Implementation
TEAMS

Things I look after:

- Looking for experienced entrepreneurs who know the shortcuts 
and the rules of the game.

- Teams should be divided with right persons for the right 
phase/stage. When I evaluate, I have to look at their CVs and that 
experience might not fit the right phase of the company or the 
tasks.



How to describe a team and the
work-tasks in the proposal?

As we (Expert Evaluators) don´t have the possibility to interview and figure out 
(face to face) who the persons behind the company is, we need to trust the 
proposals CV and the short described experience. To minimise the risk from 
the Expert Evaluators and also EU I give the following advice:



Describe why the persons fit to
the work-tasks, milestones and

different stages, technical
and non-technical.

how do you do that?



Through knowing the
persons energy

 profile and thinking methods

I am looking for different type of energies/personalties for the different startup 
stages. Since different skills, energy types (personalities), 
experience/knowledge and thinking methods is needed. I look for diverse and 
combined teams in thedifferent stages.

Energy Break through
energy

Maintenance energy

Execution energy

Time - 8 hours a day



THinking methods

Do you see the whole picture or just the details?



Key areas feedback in
Phase 1 and 2

Who are the persons behind the company? (Not just a CV or a short description 
of their education). Why do they fit the current stage of the company?

What is their strategy? They should have a clue even at an early stage. If they 
have no direction and aim for the sky its a big chance they end up in the mid-air.

Creativity and analytics X testing and learning gives customer value.

What is their excellence? They have to write what they want to accomplish and 
what is the new thing that they bring to the table? It is not enough to say: «We 
want to make a new business idea or a new business model».



Want to get more tips and information
of how to build a SME team?

www.fullpotentialpeople.com

Pre-order the book Full Potential People and get a free consultancy of how to 
build a SME team.



For the Experts Evaluators



What is my best practice
when evaluating?

- Skimming through (all files attached) to get an overview of the proposal and to understand the 
idea. (I got a opinion of the idea based on my gut feeling). Then I go into the details. (Team, LOI, 
patens etc).

- Checking the sources and needs to see if they are reasonable.

- (If I am in doubt, I check webpages and when the company was started. (Seeing videos of the 
technology if I am unsure).

- I read one proposal, evaluate it and then take a break. Then I don´t mix up the proposals. ( I 
tried to read through all of them first when I started as an evaluator, but it does not work for 
me).

- A maximum of 2-4 proposals (2-3 in phase 2) each day so it does not influence my judgement 
and decision making. 



Gut feeling intuition

  Why and what is a gut feeling box?

Normal in many innovation competitions.

- Many investors are trusting their gut feeling when investing, and the training 
videos in the SME program say that we (experts) should think like investors. This 
means we (experts) also need to know how we evaluate. (Because we experts 
are different and we evaluate differently). 



Gut feeling intuition
Therefore I ask this question: 

Therefore I ask this question: Should we have a gut feeling box so the experts 
can give an open comment of their thoughts in the beginning of the proposal? 
( Or maybe as an optional box?).
 
The three boxes for each criteria is not gut feeling boxes in my opinion. These 
boxes is more for conclusion/opinion after doing the analyses. 
If you don´t read the whole proposal first and dont get an overview and then 
starts to fill in your opinions of for example Excellence without knowing the 
impact or implementation, its possible to get biased of one part over the other.

Therefore it´s better with a universal gut feeling box after reading the whole 
presentation and all the files attached.



Energy model
I evaluate and comment with break through energy, that means fast speed evaluation after I 
got a holistic view and got into the details.

Energy Break through
energy

Maintenance energy

Execution energy

Time - 8 hours a day



Energy model

In short this means I evaluate by using experience and intuition to write the 
comments. After I am finished, I go over my comments and double check. (More 
analytic point of view).



Human errors in judgement
and decision making

- When i evaluate I follow basic principles of my energy, sleep, eating habits etc. 
to not make basic mistakes. 

This sounds to basic to even mention, right?
 BUT     
Daniel Kahneman´s research on expert judge panels in Israel shows differently. 
(Extraneous factors injudicial decisions).

Danziger, S. & Levav, J. (2011) Extraneous factors in judicial decisions:
Edited by Daniel Kahneman. Princeton University, Princeton, NJ. [Internett].
Available: http:www.pnas.org/content/108/17/6889.short



Advice for the
SMEI Horizon 2020



Key areas feedback in Phase 1

Task for each person is too detailed in my opinion.
   It is more important to write why this person fits the tasks. 

The implementation questions should be made simpler.



Proposals that are difficult
to evaluate

- Proposals that just have an idea in very early stage are difficult to evaluate in 
this current system when the questions do not fit with the stage. (For example 
that they write its a TRL lvl 6, but its clearly not).

- Proposals that write N.A in questions shouldn't be allowed to apply in my 
opinion. It is very hard to evaluate a proposal when they just answer 50 per cent 
of the questions. It is also hard to evaluate if the proposal is in scope if they 
haven't answered the questions. This is not a normal though, but my point is. 
Should theybe allowed to apply if they write N.A in questions?



Phase 1 and 2

- The questions for the program fit phase 2, but does not fit phase 1 as well.

- Phase 1 should have questions that focus more of the stage the company is in. 
For example more of the idea development, people (team), understanding the 
market trends, future developments in that specific area etc. It should be more 
direct questions that are different from phase 2 (not all of course).



thanks!


